A simple growth condition is found for the Fourier coefficients of continuous 1-periodic functions of bounded fc-entropy norm. This growth condition is equivalent to the condition given by Dabrowski. The entropy norms of certain random Fourier series are considered.
The growth condition
Let k : [0, 1] -► [0, 1] be nondecreasing, concave, with k(0+) = 0, k(l) = 1, and k'(0) = lim^Q k(x)/x = oo . We define the entropy norm based on k as in Korenblum [7] , and let Ck be the space of continuous 1-periodic functions of finite entropy norm. Let p G PM(0, 1] be the probability measure associated with k as in Dabrowski [4] , so that k(x) = -dp(u)dt. for any interval /. Let h(x) = (cosx -I + x /2)/x for x > 0. Let ßn = f(0 xx2nnh(2nnx)dp(x).
In Dabrowski [2] (and [3] ), the theorem is given: If f G Ck then Sn^o \anßJn\ < °° wnere / ~ Y^anen ls tne Fourier series of / (and en(t) = e nm for n G Z). Our goal is to simplify this result. We will estimate ßn .
Let ■ x, 0 < x < 2n -i S(x) = \ 4n2 and an = / 2nng(2nnx)dp(x). -.
x>2n Jo x > 2n x We will show that a" = Stc
We will also show nk(l/n)-n¿¡[0 x/n]k(t)dt\ that there are cx, c2 > 0 such that cxan < ß" < c2an for all n . Thus our main result will be:
For certain k, we may produce a simpler result: cxnk(l/n) < ßn < c2nk(l/n). For such k, if f G Ck then J2n.¿0 \ank(l/n)\ < oo where f ~V\ ae".
We give examples before proving Theorem 1.1. The Shannon entropy function k(x) = x(l -log*) and the Lipschitz entropy function k(x) = xq with 0 < q < 1 do not go to zero slowly. So Theorem 1.3 will hold for these functions. (This agrees with calculations of Dabrowski [2] .)
The Dini entropy is defined by k(x) = 1/(1 -logx). We find that
using L'Hôpital's rule. So this k goes to 0 slowly. We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We need two lemmas.
Proof. We adapt Theorem A of Hewitt [5] which states:
where p, v e M [a, b] are positive and
Here we let dp
Note we may replace
There is cx, c2> 0 such that 0 < cxg(x) < h(x) < c2g(x) for all x > 0, where h and g are as defined above (see before Theorem 1.1).
Proof. Note h(x) = (cosx -l)/x + l/2x so for large x, h(x) is close to l/2x . Using L'Hôpital's rule, it may be shown that h(x) is close to x/24 for small x.
We may also show that h(x) > 0 for x > 0. (This follows from sint < t upon integration from t = 0 to t = x.)
Now we show that h(x) < l/2x for x > 0. This follows from cosx < 1, 2 2 so cosx -1 + x /2<x ¡2, and
For x > 0 we now show that h(x) < x¡24. This follows from Taylor's series with remainder:
COSX -1 + -r-< (cose)24 -24 for some 0 < c < x. So ,. , x4/24 + cosx-1 + x2/2 -JC4/24 x cosx -1 + x2/2 -x4/24
It is now evident that c2 = 1/24 works (note l/2x < 4^ /24x ). Since h(x) x /24 for small x and /z(x) ~ l/2x for large x, it is possible to find c > 0 and an interval [e, N] with 0 < e < N < oo such that cg(x) < h(x) for positive x not in the interval. Now h(x) > 0 over [e, A], so A is bounded away from 0 over that interval. So it is possible to find cx > 0 such that cx< c and cxg(x) < h(x) on that interval. So this c, works. (A machine plot of the graph of this function suggests that cx < l/24n should work.) D Now we may prove Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 1.5, we may compare ßn to an. (We know that 0 < cxan < ßn < c^a" for all n .) Now 2 n ' an= 2nng(2nnt)dp(t) + I 2nng(2nnt)dp(t)
[ -dp(t).
We compute the following integral in two different ways:
•l/n rl j 2 2 f ' f 1 Sn n t -dp(u)dt, Jo Jt u using integration by parts, and using Fubini's theorem. First, we integrate by parts. We wish to apply Lemma 1.4 with g(t) = t and dv(t) = ¡t l/udp(u)dt.
However, v is not a finite measure: i^([0, 1]) = oo since v([t, 1]) = ¡t l/udp(u) = k'(t). So we let 0 < e < l/n and compute: 2 2 fX/" fX 1 8n n t -dp(u)dt Je Jt u
We then let e decrease to 0. We have ■l/n rt , lim / / -dp(u)dt :-»0+/£ Jo " lim /•l/n rt , ,8 ,1 j / / -dp(u)dt-/ / -dp(u)dt lim / / / -dp(v)dudt= lim / (k(t) -k(e)) dt = / fc(r)í/í. Snn t -dp(u)dt = Sn nk(l/n)-Sn n k(t)dt. Jo Jt u Jo ow we use Fubini's theorem. We have 2 2 fx/" fx 1 8n n t -dp(u)dt Jo Jt u = Sn2n2 f If " tdt)-dp(u) + Sn2n2 ['"([" tdt)-dp(u) l"u2l o 2 2 r i i. ,., 0 2 2 r/B tT 1 , , = Ö7T « / -=-dp(u) + Sn n I --dp(u Ji/n 2n2u J0 2 u 2 fX 1 2 2 (X,n = 4n / -dp(u) + 4nn \ udp(u) Jl/n u Jo This function satisfies the conclusion of Corollary 1.6 for the Shannon entropy norm (i.e., Y^=x(\o%n)/n2 < oo ), but since it is not bounded, it cannot have bounded entropy norm.
The entropy of certain random Fourier series
We may shed more light on the growth condition by considering certain random Fourier series, whose expected entropy norm is not difficult to estimate.
We let f(t) = E^li(l/"PK" cos(2ä«/) , p > 0, where {£"}~ , is a sequence of independent identically distributed subgaussian symmetric random variables on some probability space (fl, F, P). (By subgaussian, we mean a random variable X such that Eexx < exp \-\rX2 J for some t > 0 and all real X. Here as usual E Y = JQY dP . Subgaussian X include Rademacher random variables, where P({X = -1}) = P({X = 1}) = j , or Gaussian random variables X of mean m and variance a , so that /-oo o\l2n L\ a )
du.
Then we have the following theorem: Proof. (1) and (4) follow by Kolmogorov's Three Series Theorem (see for example [1] ).
For (2) we apply Theorem 1 of chapter 7 of Kahane [6] , which implies that / is continuous almost surely when {s¡}f=x is a decreasing sequence and E^Li sj < oo, where si We estimate:
Idx) =c2-^-1/2) x2p J for a certain constant c > 0. Now J2%\ s¡ w CY,°¡L\ 2~ ' converges exactly when p > j . (That this is necessary for almost sure essential boundedness of / follows from Theorem 1 of Chapter 8 of Kahane [6] . Note that condition (4) p. 93 of [6] is needed; this condition follows since / is a random Fourier series whose coefficients are subgaussian.)
For (3), we estimate EH/I^ where k is the Shannon entropy, using Theorem 2 of Chapter 7 of Kahane [6] . That theorem states that if s. = 0(2~ßi) for some for some c > 0. This last integral converges exactly when ß > 0. For /, we know that s} « 2~j{p~x/2). Thus E||/||fc < oo when p > \. (Actually, this holds for only 0 < ß < 1 by our calculation, or \ < p < \. We may show that E \\f\\k < oo for p > \ using other parts of the same theorem used in this calculation.)
Finally, we may show (5) in a manner similar to (3). D
As an example, consider X^=i cos2nnt/n . We noted earlier (after Corollary 1.6 ) that this does not have bounded Shannon entropy norm. But the random series J^T=i ± cos 2ft«?/« (i.e., a Rademacher series) will have bounded entropy norm almost surely. The theorem suggests a gap between the growth condition, and typical series of bounded entropy norm. For example, compare parts (1) and (3). By (2), the condition p > | is necessary in part (3). (However, in part (5) it is unclear to the present author if l-q<p<\-q results in / £ Ck almost surely.) The author hopes that these calculations may be generalized to random Fourier series of the form (for example) oo £<:"£" cos 2tt« n=l where the Çn are as before and the cn are arbitrary real numbers, and also for other choices of entropy norm.
